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Why is IMF good for everybody?
1 edit contains many tracks.

1 delivery can satisfy many requests.

Broken delivery?  Fix what’s broken.

New edits? Supplemental delivery.

Always standards based.



Open Source?
Our encoding team has already open sourced tools for IMF including the validation tool 
Photon.

We want to drive the industry towards not just a new format but a new standard for 
delivery.

IMF is a great foundation - we want to make it better.

We have sponsored several other IMF opens source tools and projects to facilitate even 
more industry adoption.

These open source projects are not inherently needed at Netflix, but we strongly support  
IMF and believe these resources will help the post production community utilize IMF 
more broadly.



Photon
Open source IMF Validation tool.

Integrated into Netflix ingestion Pipeline.

Evolving to improve inspections with community.

Encourage all partners to download and start utilizing

https://github.com/netflix/photon

https://photon.netflix.com/validate

https://github.com/netflix/photon
https://photon.netflix.com/validate


Whats in Photon Today
IMP delivery

st0429-8:2007 (Packing List)

syntax checks

st0429-9:2014 (Assetmap)

Support for Basic Map Profile v2

syntax checks

Building for delivery validation e.g., UUIDS advertised in PKL versus those 
received 

Essence i.e., st0377-1 (MXF), 2067-5 (IMF Essence Component

st2067-3:2013 (CPL), st2067-2:2013 (Core Constraints)

Support for video and audio tracks



IMF CPL Editor

IMF CPL Editor - https://github.com/IMFTool.

sponsored by Netflix and developed by RheinMain University.

GUI Tool for simple CPL Editing.

Tool is cross platform for Linux, Window and Mac .

Opens a CPL and lists all assets.

Supports essence files wrapped in .mxf such as html, imsc and j2k.

User can add, edit, and delete audio, subtitles and metadata assets from the 
timeline.

Edits can be saved back to existing CPL or saved as a new CPL modifying the 
PKL and Asset Map.





IMF Transform
IMF Transform - https://github.com/DSRCorporation/imf-conversion.

sponsored by Netflix developed by DSR.

Command line tool for converting IMF to DPP and iTunes.

Valid IMF package as input.

Uses java, ffmpeg and x.264 libraries in framework.

IMF to DPP converter available now.

IMF to iTunes converter available on 9/19/16.



Meridian
Meridian is a short film project jointly sponsored by Netflix, Dolby, Rhode and 
Schwarz, Fotokem, Sony Electronics, and Red Studios.

This film project is intended to be utilized for extended test footage to pass beyond 
the traditional use of stEM.

The film was shot and mastered in 4K HDR Rec. 2020 using ACES workflow to 
build and test IMF packages throughout the community.



OSS Roadmap
Enhancements to Photon.

Newer namespaces: st2067-3:2016 (CPL), st2067-2:2016 (Core Constraints), 2016 
PKL modifications.

Timed Text Essence.

Marker Virtual Track.

An IMF validation webservice in Photon.

IMF CPL Editor supplemental packages.

Common QC Tool.

 



Useful Links

HPA 2016 Presentation “Timed Text At Netflix” 
http://www.slideshare.net/RohitPuri23/timed-text-at-netflix-58522643

Netflix Techblog “IMF: A Prescription for Versionitis” 
http://techblog.netflix.com/2016/03/imf-prescription-for-versionitis.html

Netflix Techblog “The Netflix IMF Workflow” 
http://techblog.netflix.com/2016/04/the-netflix-imf-workflow.html

OSS for IMF Validation “Photon” 
https://github.com/Netflix/photon

http://www.slideshare.net/RohitPuri23/timed-text-at-netflix-58522643
http://techblog.netflix.com/2016/03/imf-prescription-for-versionitis.html
http://techblog.netflix.com/2016/04/the-netflix-imf-workflow.html
https://github.com/Netflix/photon
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